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Meets 2019/2020 

P2-3  Committee Meeting Minutes; Big Rock Climbing Workshop 
P4-5 Four Days, Three Point Seven Summits by Bob Lee 
P6-7 Chiltern Chase Report; Compass Reversal by Bob Lee; Online 

Payments 
P8 Trip to Snowdonia by Bob Lee;  
P9 Ladhak Trek Report by Jenny T-Walker 
P10-12  Thunderbirds are go by Olly Nicholson 
P13-14  ACC Meet Log Book Entries 
P15 Caption Competition; Committee Members 

Social Events 

When? What and Where? 

Last Friday of the month Climb and Curry, Milton Keynes 

Every Tuesday Climbing at Big Rock Bond, MK 

Every Thursday Climbing at Oxford Brookes 

Monday 25th November AGM, 7.00pm, Squash Club 

Editor’s Foreword  

It feels like 2019 has been a busy year but I’m finding it hard to put 

my finger on why it feels that way. Injuring my knee skiing back in 

February meant that I spent the next few months doing daily 

physio exercises rather than getting outside for some climbing, 

walking or gardening. We didn’t have a summer holiday, although 

we did go to Skye in June, to Jordan in October and have had a few 

short breaks away in the UK, including quite a few ACC meets. So 

I’m beginning to think that it’s because now that I’ve retired I 

don’t have to fit everything into the evenings and weekends. 

Strangely, this means that things take longer to complete because 

there’s no time pressure. When I was still working , there were 

strict deadlines and monthly schedules that made sure I stayed 

focussed on the job. 

If you are starting to wonder what all of that preamble has to do 

with the ACC and the newsletter, it’s my way of apologising for the 

fact that there hasn’t been a newsletter published since May! 

Hopefully you will enjoy reading this edition and, as long as you all 

keep sending me articles and pictures, I’ll do my best to keep on 

top of it next year (although our diary is filling up fast  as we’ve 

just bought a motorhome and we already have ten weeks of 

holiday booked for 2020). 

Happy climbing,  

Barry 

When? Where? 

7-9th December 2019 Dalehead Bunkhouse, Edale 
SK 101 842 

17-19th January 2020 Low House, Coniston, Lake District 
SD 301 974 

21-23nd February 2020 Glan Dena, Ogwen Valley, Wales 
SH 668 606 

13-15th March 2020 Little Langdale Cottage, Lake District 
 

24-26th April 2020 Count House, Bosigran, Cornwall 
SW 422 365 

15-17th May 2020 Homestead Bunkhouse, Bamford 
SK 207 836 

30th May - 6th June 
2020 

Glen Coe Hostel, Ballachulish 
NN 117 577 

12-14th June 2020 
NOTE date may change 

Stair Cottage, Newlands, Lakes 
NY 237 210 

17-19th July 2020 Caseg Fraith, North Wales 
SH 684 601 

August Camping Meet—TBA 

18-20th September 
2020 

Court House, St. Davids, Pembroke-
shire SM 753 253 

16-18th October 2020 Old School Bunkhouse, Chapel-le-
Dale SD 741 776 

13-15th November 
2020 

Bury Hostel, Glen Ridding, Lakes 
NY 365 174 

4-6th December 2020 Dalehead Bunkhouse, Edale 
SK 101 842 

Contents 
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Please remember that if you put your name down for a 
meet you are committed to pay for your place even if you 
later find that you are unable to, or don’t want to, attend. 
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ACC Committee Meeting Minutes 

The following section contains edited highlights from the committee meeting minutes. If anyone is interested in 

seeing the unedited minutes please contact any member of the committee. 

 

Meeting Date: 4th September 2019 

Present: Jenny Walker, Diccon Proctor, Richard Lodge, Val Lum, Adam Craig (Zoom), Richard Andrews (Zoom) 

Apologies: Barry Wright, Moira Domican-Gough 

Meets: All 2020 meets are now arranged except for the August camping meet. The date for Stair Cottage in June 

may be moved to later in the month and currently it is very close to the Scottish meet. 

Treasurer’s Report: Meets in the period Oct18-Sept19 made a loss of just over £200, which has been covered by 

club funds. Richard presented guidelines for setting hut fees, which were accepted by the committee. The club will 

have less cash available to cover losses next year due to the £6 per head increase in BMC subscriptions. Online 

payments for meets have gone smoothly and this might be extended to membership fees for 2020. 

Membership: Two new members have joined the club.  Adam show everyone the WebCollect system which can be 

used to collect membership fees, book places on meets, collect meet fees and arrange car shares. Further 

investigations planned to see if ACC should consider using it.  

Club Constitution: The BMC has issued guidance concerning  club constitutions. We can only change our 

constitution at the AGM. Diccon and Adam have been through the details and have circulated an annotated copy 

for the committee to review.  

Next Meeting:  

7th October 

 

Meeting Date: 7th October 2019 

Present: Jenny Walker, Diccon Proctor, Moira Domican-Gough, Richard Lodge, Val Lum, Richard Andrews, Olly 

Nicholson, Barry Wright (Skype) 

Apologies: None 

Meets: Moira will administer the 2020 Scottish meet;  still hoping to move the Stair Cottage booking in June to the 

following week or defer it until 2021 and find an alternative venue. 

Treasurer’s Report: Advance hut deposits are high; £300 donation to Mountain Rescue to be paid as agreed at 

AGM; membership subscriptions to be kept the same for 2020. 

Membership: Olly has agreed to stand for Membership Secretary at the AGM; members will be given the option of 

paying 2020  membership  subscriptions by bank transfer; use of WebCollect will be investigated further in 2020. 

Non-Member liability - BMC insurance covers guests for 3 months or 2 meets. 

Club Constitution: ACC Constitution has been updated and will be distributed to members prior to the AGM. 

Next Meeting:  

30th October to prepare AGM mailings  
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It might seem a strange concept that you want to learn how to use your feet and hands 

better but they’re pretty fundamental to the success of getting up a climbing route. 

In an attempt to iron out a few bad habits eight ACC members, with an assortment of different sized hands and 

feet, went to the Big Rock Hub wall in Milton Keynes on July 6th .  The two hour Movement and Technique 

workshop was run by a senior instructor who initially got us to climb on the top ropes to assess our technique or 

lack of it! He soon identified a common “club- climber style” with a somewhat stilted motion. So to facilitate a more 

free-flowing technique he split us into pairs of equal-ish ability, got us on the bouldering wall (eek!), and taught 

exercises to do with dynamic movement, advanced footwork and how to utilise different holds.   

Some of the tips we learnt were: warm up on easy grades routes but place emphasis on flowing movement  and 

technique; “Feed the Masses” exercise – take one hand off and reach back, then dynamically twist back towards the 

wall, extend your legs and body to reach for a higher hold;  aim for out of reach holds by using the latter and 

slapping the wall just below the hold; take it a stage further by lunging or jumping for the hold; use 100% 

commitment and be prepared to fail (and fall/land correctly); use fluid alternating movements to maximise 

efficiency and spread the load over the whole body, not just the arms as happens when climbing ponderously; 

examine holds and find their “positive edge”, place your body in the opposite direction, lock off on a straight arm, 

and adjust the feet to maximise balance;  try harder routes for the arms but use any holds for the feet so you can 

practise without burning out.    

Did it work? Well the twinkle toed participants (Alex M, Karen, Olly, Matt, Alex S, Moira, Richard A and Diccon) will 

have to wait for the verdict of the ACC Strictly Come Climbing judges i.e. the crag hecklers.  

Was it fun? Yes. Would I go again? Yes. What else is on offer from Big Rock workshops?  A range of topics including: 

improving lead technique for inexperienced/experienced leaders, falls practice, route reading, and structuring a 

training session. Contact Diccon if you’d like to book up another over this winter to hone up your skills ahead of the 

2020 rock climbing season.  

Big Rock Climbing Workshop 
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If you haven’t seen the film ‘Edie’ then you really should.  For those not familiar with it, the story is that Edie (Shelia 

Hancock) is an 83 year old that decides to climb Suilven in the far North West of Scotland.  The plot is pretty 

predictable but the scenery is spectacular, obviously all shot on location.  It was watching this film that made me 

decide that I needed to go back to the hills in that area again.  It didn’t take much to get Richard to agree to come 

with me, so a date was set (first week in Oct) and accommodation booked (see later).  As was our Scotland trip last 

year, this was a bit of a ‘quicky’ but gave us four days on this hill. 

We are both happy to drive up overnight, sharing the driving, so left Richard’s at 10.00 PM on the Sunday night.  

There was no big rush, the aim was Morrisons in Inverness for breakfast and they open at 8AM.  We managed to 

pull up in their car park at 8.00 on the dot, feeling a little jaded.  Coffee, fruit juice and a (veggie) fry-up improved 

things and we were ready to face the day, so 9.30 saw us putting our boots on in the Ben Wyvis car park. 

At 1046m Ben Wyvis is of course a Munro and being comparatively easy and not far out of Inverness, makes it very 

popular.  To combat erosion there is a well-made, but steep (actually 

very steep), made up path to the first top, An Cabar.  It was a bit like 

climbing a very long (endless in fact) staircase.  So far the weather had 

been cold but clear and a halt was called on An Cabar summit with the 

main summit 1.4 miles away and 400 feet higher.  While we were on An 

Cabar however we watched the mist start to roll in and by the time we 

were ready to go, we were in mist as well, so decided to head down, 

rather than plug on over the summit plateau.  Of course five minutes 

after leaving An Cabar the mist cleared again, but was on and off for the 

rest of the day.  Point Nine of a summit for that day then. 

The bunkhouse we were staying in wasn’t far away, just a few miles short of Ullapool so we made ourselves at 

home and were shortly joined by a group of ‘gentlemen of a certain age’ that proved to be very good company, up 

there for one of them to complete his second round of the Munros. 

The next day it was time to head into the area that the film was made in and we headed for Cul More (849m).  For 

anyone in this area for the first time this is a ‘must do’ mountain, if only for the views it gives of the area.  A good 

path leads up to the first top, Meallan Diomhain (no, I can’t pronounce it) and from there we took the North East 

ridge of Cul More to its summit and Richard’s first view of the West Coast of Scotland.  I won’t bother to describe 

Richards’s comments, those that know his enthusiasm will be able to imagine it.  The weather had been showery 

with the tops coming and going in the mist but we had stayed dry, apart from a brief snow shower.   

‘One of the party’ then decided that he wanted to go on the outlying 

spur to Mod a’ Mhadail (same comment on pronunciation as 

before), having got there, the other member of the party decided 

this may have been a ‘ridge to far’.  The descent dragged on a bit, 

not helped by a very good path that then turned off in the wrong 

direction and having to go over Meallan Diomhain again.  All in all, a 

very good day, one main summit and a visit to the gear shop café in 

Ullapool. 

Back into the same area for the next day, a short day up Stac 

Pollaidh (AKA Stack Polly).  Not a big hill at 612m but has its 

Four days – Three Point Seven Summits 
Bob Lee 
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challenges. An hour’s stiff walk leads to a col on the ridge and from 

there it’s a scramble along the ridge to the summit.  I was always 

doubtful that we would actually make the true summit since there is 

a tricky and very exposed final pinnacle to reach it, but actually we 

got stopped a bit short of that by a move across the top of a gully 

that I didn’t fancy, in part due to the wind that was blowing up the 

gully.  We therefore headed back to the col and down to the path 

that takes you around the rest of the mountain, so we 

circumnavigated the whole mountain by the end of the day.  

Another point nine of a summit then, followed by introducing 

Richard to a Scottish beach. 

Feeling the effects of the previous three days and not wanting to have to drive again, on the last day we decided on 

a hill just behind the bunkhouse, Beinn Enaiglain, 889m, not too far, got to be an easy day.  Iain, the bunkhouse 

owner told us how to get through the woods and where to cross the deer fence.  The woods weren’t an issue but 

the deer fence was.  We wasted over an hour looking for the so called ‘cut gate’ and ended up doing a very dodgy 

crossing of a wooden fence on the edge of a ravine.  All of that, as it turned out was the easy part.  The rest of the 

ascent was in thick, deep heather, the whole way up.  It wasn’t possible to head directly for the top since we had 

the ravine to cross first.  This involved walking a long way in the wrong direction until we could cross it and finally 

head for the summit ridge, which is where things got even more interesting. 

We were aware of the forecast for the winds to be increasing during the day, but up to the point where we joined 

the summit ridge we were sheltered from them.  Once on the ridge we were in the full blast, but never deterred we 

carried on with the wind getting stronger and stronger.  At one point Richard suggested calling it quits, but thinking 

I could see the top, I was keen to push on.  Eventually a cairn come in sight, had to be the summit cairn I thought 

and after a massive struggle with the wind I reached it, only to see the true summit another 400m further on!  It 

may as well have been 400 miles, there was no way I was carrying on.  At this point Richard was clearly struggling as 

well, so we turned around and very carefully headed back down, with me hanging on to Richards rucksack strap to 

prevent either of us getting bowled over in the boulder fields.  After ten minutes or so we were out of the worst of 

the wind and had a chance to take a much needed break. 

The rest of the descent was of course in the same deep heather as the way up and although the wind had eased it 

was still an issue.  By the time we got back to the deer fence I was well and truly knackered and needed a break 

before we tackled the fence and the descent through the woods.  So much for an easy day and another point nine 

of a summit. 

So, one summit (Cul More) and three ‘point nine, almost summits’ to give three point seven summits, but overall a 

very successful trip. 

Accommodation 

 We stayed at the Forest Way Bunkhouse, about 6 miles from Ullapool : https://www.forestway.co.uk/ 

The bunk house is very comfortable and well appointed, I would certainly stay there again.  It has two rooms with 

two bunks in each room, so takes eight people.  For a smaller group, you do have the option of paying a bit more 

and two or three people having exclusive use of one of the rooms, so a group of say four or six, could have the 

place to themselves.  We shared with a group of four and one other elderly gentlemen who all proved to be very 

good company.  The kitchen isn’t really big enough for two groups to cook at once but that didn’t prove to be a 

problem.  If you want a pub, then it has to be a drive into Ullapool which is the only downside.  There is also a B&B 

for those wanting a bit more luxury. The owner Iain is an active hill walker, very friendly and a good source of local 

knowledge (even if we couldn’t find his way through the deer fence). 

https://www.forestway.co.uk/
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The annual ACC Chiltern Chase took place on Sunday 6th October with participants turning out to run and walk both the full  

and half courses. For the full course Gary Sparkes completed the course with a time of 59 minutes, 40 seconds and Emmaline 

Sparks came home at 1 hour, 9 minutes, 55 seconds. Mel Gosliga and Adam Craig both completed the half course. 

Chiltern Chase 2019 
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Compass Reversal 
Bob Lee 

I had heard tales of it but never really believed until it happened to me.  I always 

assumed it happened to people that never knew which way was up. 

On getting back from Snowdonia I was unpacking, put my compass down and 

realised that the North end was pointing South.  OK, I know where north is at home 

but got another compass out just to check, and yes, it was 180 degrees out (exactly 

as far as I can tell). 

It was all right on the Wednesday, OK we had some navigation issues and had 

demonstrated already that our navigation skills were a bit lacking, but even we 

would have realised had it been reversed at that point.  That meant it had 

happened on the Thursday, when we were climbing at Tremadog.  That was the day 

that it was in the top pocket of my sack, along with my phone.  The phone had been 

off the whole time (not many people seem to realise that they have OFF switches) 

and in that state doesn’t have a huge effect on the compass.   However the phone case does have a clasp with a magnetic 

latch.  That magnet drives the compass mad and I’m assuming is the cause of the problem. 

You have been warned! 

To buy another compass or just remember that one is out?  Only one sensible answer to that I’m afraid.  

Hopefully everyone already knows that it is now possible to 
pay on-line for meets. Richard is also happy to accept online 
payments for your subscription renewals and for the 
Christmas Dinner. 

In the reference please include your surname and ‘meet’, 
'subs' or 'Xmas Dinner' as appropriate. If your bank doesn’t let 
you specify a different reference for each payment then just 
use your surname and make sure you email Richard to let him 
know that you have made a payment and what it is for. 

Please always make separate payments for each item.  

Also, for Christmas dinner payments, please would you email 
Richard (trandrews@gmail.com) especially if you are paying 
for more than yourself and are including any supplements.   

 

The account details for Aylesbury Climbing Club are: 

Sort code 60-01-31 

Account No. 07301405 

 

On-Line Payments 

mailto:trandrews@gmail.com
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At the beginning of  August Bob Lee, Bill Russell and Alan Wilkinson headed up to Snowdonia for a few days, staying at the 
Climbers Club hut, Ynys Ettws in the Llanberis pass.  On the way there on the Tuesday morning we drove through several heavy 
rain showers and with more forecast for the afternoon along with blustery 
winds, the first stop was the café in Capel to ‘consider our options’.  After 
studying the map we opted for a circuit of Llyn Cranfnant, starting from 
the café car park.  Our problems started early with a bit of misdirection on 
the navigation front, while still less (actually well less) than ½ mile from 
the road, all of which took a bit of a while to sort out.  Very pleasant walk 
and stayed dry.  On the return leg, just after starting back uphill over the 
pass back to Capel, we came across an old quarry working in the woods.  
Basically a very big hole in the ground with overhanging walls that 
someone has been very busy bolting, with bolt lines and in situ quick 
draws all over the place, all very impressive and desperate.  As we 
approached Capel, the cause of our earlier navigation problems all become 
clear and we decided that the map was right after all.  Tea in the café was 
followed by beer in the Pen-y-Gwryd. 

The next day started OK but the forecast again was for 
showers and high winds so we headed for a walk on Cnicht, 
hoping to stay out of the cloud and weather, but failed on 
both fronts.  It took us a while to get onto the ridge we 
wanted which was due to not having studied the map 
properly before we set off, the result was a long transverse 
across slippery boulders to reach it.  Conditions on the ridge 
were far from pleasant, wet and windy but at least the wind 
was behind us.  The adventures really started on the 
descent, the first part of which was fine.  You would think 
that finding a lake would be easy but we managed to make it 
not so and spent about an hour trying to find the way down.  

When we did find it, the ground started as wet and boggy and just 
got wetter and boggier the lower we got.  Throw in slippery rocks 
and you can imagine that we were glad to get down and back to 
the hut.  At which point the sun came out and all of the crags on 
the North side of the pass were in the early evening sun.  By now 
none of us had the mental or physical energy to go out and do a 
route, so we went to the pub instead. 

Thursday started bright and sunny, and was forecast to stay that 
way.  Looking for some easy climbing that didn’t involve a long 
walk, we headed to Tremadog to do Bramble Buttress, about 
180m, V Diff, on Craig Y Gesail.  This isn’t one of the main 
Tremadog cliffs but is a few miles further up the road. The crag has 
a lot of tree cover but the route takes a very obvious clean 
buttress through the trees, no need for a chain saw.  Three pitches 
with a ‘problem move’ on each and an excellent last pitch.  This 
starts with a tricky but well protected move, followed by easy 
climbing on good holds but getting more and more exposed, 
ending in a dramatic position for the last moves.  Well worth 
doing.  This was followed by lunch at the Tremadog café (Moo pie) 
and the long drive home.  

A trip to Snowdonia, 6-8 August 2019 
Bob Lee 
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Ladakh - The Markha Trek 
Jenny Tilden-Walker 

Ladakh has always attracted me because it is so different from the other Himalayan areas in India, Nepal and Bhutan where I 

have been so fortunate to have trekked and climbed since my first trip in 1985 and then every two years thereafter. This very 

remote North West corner of the Indian Himalayas is an almost desert region with no monsoon.  It is also a veritable strong-

hold of Tibetan Buddhism.  Leh, the capital, is at 3,500 metres so it is necessary to have three nights there after flying in from 

Delhi to acclimatise.  We climbed up to several of the amazing hill-top monasteries, reached by hundreds of steps and views 

over the Indus Valley.  On our last day in Leh we were driven up to the Khardung La, 5,380 metres (or about 18,000 ft to the 

likes of me!) allegedly the highest road-pass in the world.  The views from the prayer flag bedecked rocks gave wonderful 

views over the Karakorum peaks and the ancient silk road.  

Our trek started in earnest after a shortish drive crossing the huge Indus river to the end of the present road-head up towards 

the Jingchan Gorge.  The scenery through the valleys and gorges for the next few days walking gave us very varied scenery, 

height gains and losses with prayer flag strewn passes like the Ganda La, 4,974 metres. The gorges and rock formations had 

the most amazing colours ranging through browns, reds, purples and greens. Small hamlets offer simple lodge accommodation 

for individual trekkers and there were often tented tea houses under old parachutes, with beautiful carpets on pallets for 

seats.  Our Sirdar, Pemba, had led many Ladakh treks and climbs here so we sometimes went into one of the villager’s houses 

for a tea stop (no beer unfortunately!) to be surprised by the very sophisticated interior with amazing rows of many shining 

cooking pots and pans and beautiful carpets compared to the simple and poor appearance of the house from outside.  We had 

some very exciting river crossings in the Markha river valley, a few were passible in boots but for several it was essential to 

wear sandals and even have Sherpa support. 

Pemba had been orphaned at nine years old in his birthplace of Darjeeling and was taken into a monastery there, where at 18 

years old he went to teach in a British public school and got his BMC qualification and learned very good English staying with 

Tim Greening, one of the KE directors.  Our visits to the monasteries on the trek, and in Leh, were particularly interesting as 

Pemba’s time as a monk and his deep Buddhist faith made him a wonderful guide. 

Originally there were nine of us ‘members’ but three of them only made it to the first and second camps.  For the first time in 

all my trips with KE I felt I was amongst people who were there more to add to their wish-and-tick lists and get ideas for their 

next holiday, only talking about their previous travels and not appreciating the here-and-now. 

By day nine we were getting views of the 6,400 metre summit of Kang Yatze and other ranges. Most of our camps were around 

4,000 - 5,000 metres high, in lovely grassy areas.  As well as Pemba, our Sirdar, there were five Sherpas, 3 cooks and 3 pony 

men with about 24 mules, ponies and a donkey.  In some camps they were tethered (the pack animals, not the men!) if near 

farmsteads, but towards the end of the trek they were set free and gathered in the early hours back to camp, tempted with 

snacks to stand patiently to be loaded.  

The last big day we climbed to the final pass to leave the Marka river and get back into the Indus Valley. This was the 

Kongmaru La, 5,290 metres and I’m proud to say that I was not that far behind the others and was the only one in the group to 

have no altitude problems at all in the entire trek.  One of our group, who was probably the fittest, had to be taken down from 

this pass to the road-head on a horse.  He suffered sudden temporary paralysis, no feeling or strength at all in his legs, eventu-

ally spending the night in LEH hospital.  This was thought to be due to dehydration although he swore he had always drunk 

enough. 

Flying out of Leh over where we had been exploring was thrilling, with the big rivers totally brown and looking like motorways. 

Delhi was a shock of searing heat and humidity – but the first beer was Heaven!  

As always when I am in Delhi I went to visit Major Hari Ahluwalia and his wife Bholi in their beautiful home in the grounds of 

his Spinal Hospital which he set up after having treatment at Stoke Mandeville Hospital and realising how much could be done 

for paraplegics.  The ACC befriended him on his first and subsequent visits (I think it was originally Claire Guy who introduced 

us to him) and this time he particularly asked me to send his regards to anyone remembering him. 

“Where next?” everyone keeps asking me.  Not sure,  but I hope it could be Darjeeling because my father (who served in India 
in both World Wars) was always talking about the town and its famous little railway,  Anyway, watch this space, as they say.  
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Thunderbirds are go! (the real Cairngorms 

trip report) By Olly Nicholson 

THUNDERBIRDS ARE GO! 

It’s not the done thing to insult a man’s car but I’ve always thought Diccon’s Ford 

Galaxy looked a bit like a potato - it’s sort of potato shaped, with the colour being 

best described as Yukon Gold. I was glad to hear then that Alex had deployed the 

nickname Thunderbird 7, which has since stuck with popular approval amongst the 

club faithful. Now Gerry Anderson affectionists, of which I am one, will point out 

that only five Thunderbird vehicles were available to the Tracy family of 

International Rescuers. Perhaps, I thought to myself, that lucky number 7 was 

simply an attachment of good omens to come. Little did we know what would 

transpire in the days that followed. 

After an excited week of nervous emails and impossible last-minute decisions, the 

corries of the Cairngorms were deemed ‘in condition’ and selected as our destination of choice for our upcoming January 

jaunt north of the border. An AirBnB in Boat-of-Garten was quickly secured for our long weekend by Adam. For me, kit was 

begged and borrowed (thanks Moira/Gough/Diccon!). With the only thing left to do being loading up Thunderbird 7 after a 

shift at work, this merry band of International Rescue departing Tracy Island (Haddenham) comprising of Diccon Tracy, Adam 

‘The Scott’ Tracy, Bendy Alex Tracy, Olly Tracy and Graham ‘The Hood’ Field were on our way. 

Being a novice to winter climbing I was soon in over my head learning impossible new skills, like remembering all the 

acronyms for the mountain weather and avalanche reports, orientating myself with ‘turf temps’ through extensive Facebook 

ground conditions groups, and furiously reading thousands of blogged words about possible glove layering combinations. 

This then is the ‘whole new discipline’ I’ve been hearing about. I was confused and knackered already, and we’d only just 

passed Bicester. 

After an enjoyable eight or so hours on the road with a quick stop at a Lidl where Alex bought his weight in porridge oats for 

his famed ACC award winning breakfasts, we arrived surprisingly fresh and focussed for the ‘bagsy the best bed’ routine. 

After much controversy Adam and I ended up sharing the bungalows only double bed. Surprisingly, over the following nights, 

instead of cuddling, Adam elected to build a Trumpian duvet wall to separate us and slept in a sleeping bag. A sad sign of the 

times.  

DAY ONE 

Day one started with the typical scenes of an ACC breakfast hustle. Alex gorging on 

litres of oats. Adam adjusted his string vest layering system while Graham refused 

to use the dishwasher choosing to wash the pots the old-fashioned way. After the 

faff was over, we were making headway to what I was told was Scottish winters 

“roadside crag”, Corrie an t-Sneachda.  

I was nervous in a good way. It was beautiful, challenging and new. Diccon and 

Adam were explaining how the wind affected the snow on the peaks and what 

that meant for our day ahead. To my novice eyes it all just looked like an ace good 

adventure and I was happy to be part of it all, happy to trudge the few miles to the 

bottom of the crag.  

Adam and Graham teamed up to head for Aladdin's Mirror. Despite having all the gear necessary they decided to not use it 

instead lugging it up the route solo. Bendy, Diccon and I took off for The Runnel. However there were several parties 

appearing all of whom had the same idea. After bouncing from one line to another hoping to be the next departure, we took 

Central Gully. It was marvellous. Discovering the absolute joy of crampons for the first time is quite something.  

We took our time on the walk off while Alex switched into photographer mode running to all sorts of positions to capture the 

The Yukon Gold Variety 

Graham ‘The Hood’ Field gearing 

up in Corrie an t-Sneachda 
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best of the glorious sunset. He got some great shots that really captured the 

beauty and wild of the place. One particularly arresting shot of a trio making 

the same descent was later published on the UKC Instagram account. Why 

he chose three young women as his subjects and not Diccon and I, I will 

never understand. Despite this, Alex’s photos are ace and worth a shufty at 

alexmetcalfephotography.com. The energy he commits to his photos, not to 

mention technical abilities, really does come through.  

DAY TWO 

 “Can you see what I’m doing here? This is called torqueing the axe. It’s really 

great!” shouted a man through the spindrift so clearly in his element.  

Me and Alex were stood in close proximity of the stance of the second pitch of Hidden Chimney trying to keep warm. Diccon 

was halfway through a crux sequence – a 3m horizontal break which could only be traversed by thrutching the whole handle of 

an axe into the crack whilst scratching and stemming across to ice. It looked well hard. Turns out it indeed wrote as it read. I 

made it, albeit a bit gripped. Alex made it look easy. 

Earlier in the day at a stance that converged three or more routes. Alex and I were snuggled together on a ledge belaying 

Diccon off somewhere being a hero whilst Graham and Adam were sheltering waiting their turn. Blasting through the snow 

came a chap on a mission past us asking “is it alright if I climb through?” after he had already climbed through. A bit odd I 

thought but then again what do I know.  

Turns out he was from Glenmore Lodge guiding a pair up a nearby route and was too impatient to wait his turn through the 

bottleneck. An oversight really as I’d imagine patience, safety and respect of your peers would be a good lesson to pass on to 

those who have employed you to share in your experience. Anyway, he set up an anchor and shouted to his seconds to follow. 

They struggled past us on our narrow ledge looking particularly out of sorts, something which probably contributed to them 

accidentally leaving in gear z-clipping themselves. To allow their progress we had to go and free their gear before making our 

own way. All a bit daft really. Later that night stern emails were sent to remind the guides what good British queueing etiquette 

is all about. In fairness they acknowledged their mistake and we all moved on with our lives. 

Back at the bungalow it was Graham’s turn to cook whilst Adam regaled us of their trip up The Slant earlier that day. 

Dinner that night consisted of wine, bread and a huge pot of delicious Putanesca. Now those familiar with colourful Italian 

language know that Putanesca roughly translates as ‘Pasta for the 

Whores’, apparently named because ‘it has everything in it’. He 

thinks he got away with that one, but Graham, your subtlety didn’t 

go unnoticed.  

Day three was a weather enforced rest day consisting of a 

metabolism-busting 21 egg breakfast enforced by King of Breakfasts 

Bendy Alex McEggy Metcalfe, gear shops, cafes and a nice walk 

around Loch Morlich followed.  

DAY FOUR 

Alex and Diccon had hearts set on Aladdin's Mirror Direct but the 

wind direction had transpired against them and there were 

avalanche risks. They made the wise decision to join Adam, Graham 

and myself for a team traverse of the Fiacaille Ridge. What a stunning position made better by calm skies, sunshine and finally 

figuring out my layering system. 

Diccon and Alex stuck as close to the ridge taking in a tasty looking runout chimney section. Adam, Graham and I roped as a 

three moving together took the low ground moving quickly ahead of the crowds. It was ace good fun. 

When we topped out on Fiacaill the skies were darkening, and it was blowing a furious hoolie. Because we had descended via 

Fiacaill a' Choire Chais the previous day we had pre-planned a walk down towards Coire an Lochain, simply for variation. This 

was a mistake as it exposed us to the oncoming weather and visibility soon became very poor. The wind was now shouting 

chilly insults at us all and a great outing was quickly turning into a miserable stomp back to Thunderbird 7. 

Continued on next page 
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The snow was now officially stinging when a distinctly out of place distant low rumble quickly rose above the wind to a series of 

worrying thunderous crashes. You could almost feel them. Surely, we were on too shallow ground for an avalanche, right? The 

noise in an instant was on us. We all turned in unison to the source when barely 100m overhead a detail of Eurofighter 

Typhoon’s breached the ridgeline cutting through the storm. F*UUUCKING HELLL! It was so loud and so sudden that several 

members of our party fell to the ground like myotonic fainting goats 

shocked into a defensive paralysis. That gave us all enough 

adrenaline to see us over the line and sooner than we knew it we 

were at the relative calm of the car park. 

For me the journey home started with the usual pangs that come 

with heading back to reality after a holiday. It was made more 

bearable by watching Alex edit photographs on his laptop and the 

ACC Spotify playlist coming through the speakers. We were 

travelling on the M6 southbound through the Lakes when the car 

spluttered and chugged and lost power. Graham, who was driving at 

the time did very well to coast it into the conveniently placed 

Killington Lake Services.  

Bugger. Thunderbird down. 

Conveniently, or suspiciously depending on your outlook, Wendy was only a short drive away to come rescue Graham from 

what was looking like a long wait in the services. Thunderbird 7 wouldn’t budge, and it was clear that help was needed. So, 

whilst Diccon called the RAC stood in the pouring rain, Graham waved goodbye to go shower, enjoy a nice homecooked dinner 

and have a beer at home in his fluffy slippers. 

For the rest of us all was not lost. As Diccon waited for the RAC to show up, 

Alex, Adam and I took ourselves inside for a hearty McDonalds. After 

warming burgers, delicious milkshakes and generous portions of fries we 

noticed what could be the only route to exist inside the entire UK 

motorway service station network.  

The UKC description reads: A pleasant leftward trending traverse rounds a 

corner underneath the broken TV. Crimps and edges lead further left to a 

potentially awkward conversation in the lady’s loos. HS 4b**.  

 

Once we realised that we were getting strange glances from our fellow 

patrons, we wandered into where only professional lorry drivers wander - the arcades. As none of us understood what all the 

blinking lights and buttons do, we decided not to go check on Diccon and the car, and instead headed to something more on 

our level - the cuddly toy claw. With the impossibility of these machines in mind, you cannot make up what happened next. We 

bloody won a toy on second try! An Angry Bird was plucked from a fluffy pool of bears and unicorns and dropped through the 

hatch. #Scenes as us millennials say. 

In our sugar and claw winning fuelled hysteria we decided that this point would be the best to go check on what would surely 

be a very tired, wet and hungry Diccon. Showing an unprecedented level of calmness, he accepted the Angry Bird as both a 

memento and conciliation to his broken-down car - a car that is his only vehicle available for his gardening business. I would 

like to say that this was the end of Diccon’s problems, but it wasn’t.  

The story may now be a familiar one involving missing relay tow trucks, taxi’s to Manchester airport, falling asleep in Costa 

Coffee, replacement vans and a herculean last 3 hour drive back to Haddenham where we somehow didn’t succumb to 

exhaustion and made it back just in time to go to work a full 24 hours after we woke up that day. 

What a great trip. Glad it’s getting cold again. 

*many things in this report are overexaggerated 

Thunderbirds are go! (continued) 
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Club Activity Log Book Entries 

Log book entries are a bit light on the ground this issue. Please try to make sure you write up all of your adventures in the 

book. I realise this is a bit of a problem for Sunday activities and we need to come up with another way of capturing these 

adventures. Several years ago we started using the Yahoo group which was quite successful but Yahoo have now decided to 

scrap Groups.  If anyone has any ideas for capturing meet activities please let the committee know. 

 

Family Meet, Caseg Fraith, July 2019 

On Saturday Simon and George Randall, myself and Isla, and Chris Lovell walked up to the falls on north side of Snowdonia 

park, can't recall the name. Chris taught Isla how to whistle with blades of grass.  

On the Sunday, Isla climbed on top rope a repeat of the 40m Mod on Little Tryfan and her first VDiff (40m slab) at age 7 - not 

too shabby!  

Robertson Lamb, Langdale, 18-20 October 

Attendees 

Diccon, Barry H, Jenny, Mel, Phil P, George, Phil, Kay W, Barry W, Nick L, Chris L, Peter A, Debbie A, Ian, Brenda & Rod, Geoff B, 

Val, James 

Friday 

Diccon, Barry H and Jenny had a picnic lunch at Chapel Stile and then had a lovely walk round Elterwater, round to Little 

Langdale and back through the quarry to a pint in Chapel. 

Saturday 

Chris, Jenny and Nick did pikes and pubs while the marathon was happening around us. Pikes lost but pubs won and Nick went 

off to do the pikes on his own. Nick bumped into the below group on the way up to the Langdales and joined them on Harrison 

Stickle scramble and Pikes walk. 

Diccon, George, Phil and James scrambled up a slippery “Jakes Rake” – most enjoyable. Then did a Thorpe Crag scramble 

followed by another Grade 1/2 scramble on Harrison Stickle with Nick. Clambered to the top of Pike of Stickle and a long 

bridge via the Cumbrian Way back to the hut. 

Ian was up bright and early to climb Pike of Blisco in 

crystal clear conditions, then around to Crinkle 

Crags where the cloud came down and stayed 

beyond Bow Fell before descending in wind and 

rain via Angle Tarn and the Rossett Ghil path. 

Barry, Kay, Debbie and Peter went “ticking tops” of 

Wainrights and Nuttals. Coniston, Brim Fell, Dow 

Crag, Walna Scar and White Maidens followed by 

victory beers in the Black Bull. 

Sunday 

Mel, Phil P and Jenny went to Chapel via the 

Cleveland Way and had coffee (not beer!) at the 

Wainrights where Phil cut back to the hut. Mel and 

Jenny walked to the church and out to tops to the 

end of the Great Langdale Horseshoe. Very windy 

but dry – a good walk. 

 

 

Continued on next page 
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Log Book Entries (continued) 

Capel Chapel, Capel Curig, 15th-17th November 

Attendees 

Jenny, Val, James, Alex M, Diccon, Mel, Maryke, Peter A, Alex, Kuda, Bob, Barry H, Richard A, Fiona, Phil P, Stephen B, Nick L, Jo 

Friday 

Jenny, Val and James had a walk along the river to Betws y coed. River in spate, tame robin to feed at Sallow Falls view point, 

two kayakers to watch coming down the falls (one rolled), managed to avoid the pubs before walking back through the forests 

to the hut (although a can of beer did get opened and Jenny carried on to the Tyn y Coed at a remarkable speed rather than 

stopping even briefly at the hut!). 

Saturday 

Alex M went up the Watkins path to the south ridge of Snowdon. It was a warm start in the valley passing through beautiful 

autumnal woodland burnished in gold, red and orange. Practiced a bit of nav and pacing. Easy ascent up the shoulder of the S. 

ridge – still no snow. Caught up with Diccon, Peter A, Alex and Kuda. After a howdy ho up to the summit. Mushy snow under 

foot, not great conditions. Wind started to pick up, the clag was in. Nice to be in the snow this time of year. Made the summit, 

very chilly. There were several miserable looking spouses on top. Back down, caught up with Diccon and co. The chopper was 

buzzing around, mountain rescue were up to something. Back down for tea and cake in the chapel. 

A taste of all the elements – rain, snow, sunshine and wind – but enjoyed it and the challenge it presented especially for a 1st 

meet. Well broken in for more   Kuda. 

Nick and Jo walked from the hut up to Llyn y Foel then a nice easy scramble up D????? Ddu to the south ridge of Moel Siabod 

and then on up to the summit. Descended N.E. along the summit ridge and then down towards Plas y Brenin. Walked back 

along the side of the river towards the hut. However, as we had got down early we had to pop over to the Tyn y Coed for some 

refreshment. 

Bob and Barry H had an easy(ish) day. Walked from the hut to Llyn Crefnant through the woods and returned by a more direct 

route to the café in Capel. 

Jenny, Mel and Maryke walked from the hut over the saddle to the pub in Dolwyddelan for some beer and lunch. Great 

autumnal colours and mist all around. A good low level walk on a day with low cloud base. 

Val and James headed for the Glyder ridge via Plas Y Brenin (to avoid the A5), and met up with Richard A, Fiona, Phil P and 

Stephen B to continue a damp walk up the ridge. Misty and damp weather but scintillating company, conversation and 

camaraderie. We continued up to near the summit of Glyder Fach. Common sense ruled and we decided against the last few 

hundred metres to ensure return before dark. An objective we just about achieved returning to Capel along the old road. All in 

all, a good day. 

 

Sunday 

Mel and Maryke headed home and stopped in 

Shropshire to go up the Wrekin where they were 

treated to a great view that looked just like the view 

from lots of mountains on a cloudy day! 
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Committee Members  Committee Post  Phone 

Chairman Diccon Proctor 07799 686080 

President Jenny Walker 01296 713269 

Secretary Val Lum 01844 345727 

Treasurer Richard Andrews 01494 526645 

Meets 2019 Moira Domican  07887 750500 

Meets 2020 Richard Lodge 07847 724041 

Membership Adam Craig 07860 553984 

Newsletter Editor Barry Wright 07903 578302 

Recycling on Meets 

Generally we are pretty good now at recycling on meets. Please remember, if you brought it with you and it is 
recyclable, take it home, or recycle locally. Thank You.  

Kit 

If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops offer discounts to members. The Climbers Shop at 
Stoney Stratford, Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer discounts to members when using the 
appropriate codes.  

Guides 

If you want a Cicerone Guide please be aware Aylesbury Climbing Club are able to get a 25% discount. 

Local Climbing Walls 

On Tuesday evenings members meet up at Big Rock Bond in Milton Keynes and on Thursday evenings a group can 
be found at Oxford Brookes (contact Diccon Proctor).  

Also, on the last Friday evening in the month there is a  ‘Climb and Curry’ Evening. Climbing from 7ish before 
heading to the Purple Mango at around 9pm (contact Alex Sharp).  

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events, 

photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and other club 

activities, visit Yahoo! ,  Facebook and the club website 

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual 
authors and do not necessarily represent the views or ethos of the 
editor, the committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.  

The entries for this picture were: 

 

Help. I think my head is on 
backwards! 

 

Here we see Graham modelling 
the latest crash mats for 
bouldering 

 

 

General Information 

If you enjoy reading the 
newsletter please put your 
fingers to the keyboard 
and write an article about 
something you have done 
or anything you think may 
be of interest to other club 
members. 

Thanks, Barry 

NEWSLETTER 
ARTICLES 
WANTED 

www.acc.org.uk 

Your Committee 

Here’s the picture for this issue. Send your caption 

suggestions to me at barry_wright@outlook.com 

Caption Competition 

http://www.purplemangomk.co.uk/
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/aylesburyclimbingclub/info
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aylesburyclimbingclub/
http://www.acc.org.uk/
http://www.acc.org.uk/
mailto:barry_wright@outlook.com?subject=ACC%20Newsletter%20%23133%20-%20Captions

